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The Energy conference area will focus on how industrial sectors are working to harness energy 
more e	ciently and present new technologies that can assist in energy transitions, when it 
comes to intensive manufacturing processes.

Sessions will focus on the investments needed to finance the energy transition, real-life industry 
projects and applied solutions, as well as a look at the hype behind Hydrogen.

ENERGY
Theatre Programme Day One - 9 March 2022 

11.30 - 12.15  Business Not As Usual: How Can Industrials Get a Head Start  
  On The Race To Net Zero?

Decarbonising will take time and money. It means rethinking production processes and 
rebuilding or retrofitting existing sites. Strategies must consider short-term actions and 
long-term solutions for transformation that keeps all stakeholders on board. This session 
will bring together leaders from across the hard-to-abate sectors to explore how industrials 
should systematically approach lowering their carbon emissions with a particular focus on 
scope 1 and 2 emissions? How can companies identify the measures to deploy to ensure 
both environmental and economic sustainability?

12:30 - 14:00 Lunch Break

14.00 - 14.30  Financing The Energy Transition: Policies and Actions for  
  Scaling Investment

The decarbonisation of heavy industry is going to require significant investment and 
innovative financing. Whilst sustainable investment has rapidly increased, major barriers 
need to be tackled to scale up and speed up low carbon investment in hard to abate sectors. 
In this panel a group of experts will look at tangible and proven solutions for unlocking 
capital:

•  Policies for creating a level playing field and enabling low carbon materials to compete

•  Enhancing dialogue between industry and financiers

•  The role of public and private finance

•  What finance mechanisms are needed to make projects feasible?

09:00 - 11:00 Welcome Speeches and Keynote Addresses in the Plenary Theatre

12.15 - 12.30  Spotlight Session - AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP
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14.30 - 15.00  Special Focus
This session will showcase real-life industry projects and applied solutions that are driving 
the low-carbon transition in the steel, aluminium, cement, chemicals and glass sectors. 
Understand how industry peers and leaders are approaching the deployment challenge.

15.00 - 15.30  Refreshment Break

15.30 - 16.15  The Hydrogen Debate
Is the current wave of hype about hydrogen driven by the fossil fuel industry reinventing 
their businesses or is it the only viable pathway to decarbonise these hard-to-abate sectors? 
Two teams of experts will address the promises and challenges of green hydrogen for heavy 
industry in this exclusive debate that will sort fact from the fiction.

16.30 - 17.00  Cutting Industrial Heat Emissions for Clean Growth
Whilst the production of steel, glass, cement and chemicals each involves distinct processes, 
they all demand continuous, high temperature heat, which today is almost exclusively 
achieved by burning fossil fuels. How industries generate high temperature in heavy 
industry will have to change to reach zero emissions. This session will explore the benefits, 
barriers and applications of technologies and options with real world examples including 
carbon neutral electrification, green hydrogen, biomass, concentrated solar power and 
carbon capture and storage (CCS) or usage (CCU). What are the opportunities for industries 
to collaborate and accelerate change?

17.00 - 17.30  Special Focus
This session will showcase real-life industry projects and applied solutions that are driving 
the low-carbon transition in the steel, aluminium, cement, chemicals and glass sectors. 
Understand how industry peers and leaders are approaching the deployment challenge.

17.30  Drinks Reception

ENERGY
Theatre Programme Day One - 9 March 2022 

16.15 - 16.30  Spotlight Session - AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP
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ENERGY
Theatre Programme Day Two - 10 March 2022 

Interactive roundtable sessions of up to 10 delegates o�er a unique opportunity to come 
together with peers to share best practice and develop solutions to critical challenges facing 
hard-to-abate manufacturing sectors. Each roundtable session lasts for 45 minutes, and 
delegates may attend up to 2 roundtables.

10.45 - 11.15  Refreshment Break

11.15 - 11.45  The Energy Innovation Challenge - Fast Tracking Clean Energy 
  Technology For Sustainable Industrial Manufacturing

Clean energy technology Innovation is critical if Europe and other regions are to decarbonise 
heavy industries. At the moment the key solutions for achieving net zero goals in heavy 
industry sectors are known, but they are at early stages of development. Industrial 
applications of technologies such as carbon capture utilisation and storage (CCUS) and 
hydrogen are, in most cases, not yet commercially available. If that is to change researchers, 
investors, entrepreneurs, corporations and civil society need to work together to accelerate 
technology progress. What policy measures and incentives are required? What’s the role of 
business in strengthening technology transfer and best practice sharing? How can companies 
foster an innovative entrepreneurial culture to seize opportunities ahead of their competitors?

12.00 - 12.30  Special Focus
This session will showcase real-life industry projects and applied solutions that are driving 
the low-carbon transition in the steel, aluminium, cement, chemicals and glass sectors. 
Understand how industry peers and leaders are approaching the deployment challenge.

12.30 - 13.30  Lunch Break

13.30 - 14.15  Ask an Expert: Virtual Power Plants and Demand Response
Led by an industry leader, this session is an opportunity to learn, connect and ask questions 
related to the role of demand response and virtual power plants in heavy industry 
manufacturing.

14.30  Chairs Closing Remarks

09.00 - 10.45  Speaker Hosted Roundtables - Available for sponsorship

11:45 - 12.00  Spotlight Session - AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP

14:15 - 14.30  Spotlight Session - AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP
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EVOLVE
Theatre Programme Day One - 9 March 2022 

Manufacturers are facing more restrictions on the emissions they produce and are required to 
consider their environmental impact and adopt sustainable technologies in order to clean up 
their production processes.

This conference area will introduce manufacturers to sustainable factory solutions and focus on 
emission and waste reduction technologies, all aimed at making factories more e	  cient. Sessions 
will focus on enhancing productivity through machine learning, the role of CCU's, and case 
studies from manufacturers already seeing the benefi ts of major e	  ciency gains.

11.30 - 12.15  Panel Talk: The Green and Digital ‘Twin’ Transition
The digitalisation of hard-to-abate production sectors has the potential for continuous 
improvements regarding costs, quality, energy consumption and sustainability performance

This panel of experts will discuss the current and upcoming developments in digital 
transformation to reach net zero from intelligence, machine learning, energy data to demand 
response. What are the challenges that need to be addressed and how do businesses need to 
adapt their operating model from organizational structures, capabilities, infrastructure and 
processes in order to fully realise the opportunities.

12.30 - 14.00  Lunch break

14.00 - 14.30  Putting AI and ML to Work to Reduce Carbon and Costs
How far can artifi cial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) go to enhance productivity 
in heavy industry manufacturing?

This session will draw on examples from across the hard-to-abate manufacturing sectors to 
consider the challenges and opportunities of AI and ML to maximise e�  ciency and improve 
products. How best to implement and manage AI projects? How to leverage AI to achieve the 
full business and environmental potential.

09:00 - 11:00 Welcome Speeches and Keynote Addresses in the Plenary Theatre

12:15 - 12.30  Spotlight Session - AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP
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EVOLVE
Theatre Programme Day One - 9 March 2022 

14.30 - 15.00  Evolve Case Studies
These sessions will showcase the best available technologies and approaches that are giving 
companies major e�  ciency gains. Hear from companies from across the hard-to-abate 
sectors including chemicals, steel, aluminium, cement and glass on how they are leveraging 
innovations across the value chain to enhance productivity, boost margins and lower 
environmental impacts including CO2.

15.00 - 15.30  Refreshment Break

15.30 - 16.15  Industrial Waste Heat: Wasted Opportunity to Added Value
Waste heat recovery, storage, upgrading and heat to power conversion could increase the 
e�  ciency of countless industrial processes. This rapid-fi re session will present the latest and 
upcoming solutions for waste heat that cut CO2 emissions and lower operating costs for greater 
competitiveness.

16.30 - 17.00  Evolve Case Studies
These sessions will showcase the best available technologies and approaches that are giving 
companies major e�  ciency gains. Hear from companies from across the hard-to-abate 
sectors including chemicals, steel, aluminium, cement and glass on how they are leveraging 
innovations across the value chain to enhance productivity, boost margins and lower 
environmental impacts including CO2.

17.00 - 17.30  Europe’s Roadmap to Resource E	  ciency
Whilst European heavy industry has signifi cantly reduced CO2 emissions since 1990, 
achieving climate-neutrality by 2050, increased automation, process control and demand-
side response will result in greater resource e�  ciency. This session bring together heavy 
industry stakeholders to examine the EU’s strategies and policies to support digitalisation. 
From data sharing, cyber security and skills this session will identify the gaps and address the 
opportunities for business and governments.

17.30  Drinks reception

16:15 - 16.30  Spotlight Session - AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP
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EVOLVE
Theatre Programme Day Two - 10 March 2022 

Interactive roundtable sessions of up to 10 delegates o� er a unique opportunity to come 
together with peers to share best practice and develop solutions to critical challenges facing 
hard-to-abate manufacturing sectors. Each roundtable session lasts for 45 minutes, and 
delegates may attend up to 2 roundtables.

10.45 - 11.15 Refreshment Break

11.15 - 11.45  Evolve Case Studies
These sessions will showcase the best available technologies and approaches that are giving 
companies major e�  ciency gains. Hear from companies from across the hard-to-abate 
sectors including chemicals, steel, aluminium, cement and glass on how they are leveraging 
innovations across the value chain to enhance productivity, boost margins and lower 
environmental impacts including CO2.

12.00 - 12.30  The Role of CCUS in Heavy Industry’s Transition to Net Zero
According to the IEA reaching net zero will be virtually impossible with carbon capture, 
utilisation and storage. Yet CCUS is at early stage of development in the cement and steel 
sectors. What steps need to be taken by government and industry to drive CCUS development 
and deployment?

12.30 - 13.30  Lunch Break

13.30 - 14.15  Industrial Clusters: Harnessing the power of Industrial Symbiosis 
  to Maximise Value for the Economy, the Environment and Society

Europe is home to over 3,000 industrial clusters. Whilst these co-located plants and factories 
account for 20% of the region’s emissions, by creating integrated energy systems they can 
also play a major role in helping countries achieve their net-zero ambitions as well as improve 
outcomes for the economy, society. But what are the business models for industrial symbiosis 
to work and what measures and supportive policies are needed to make solutions cost-
competitive?

14.30  Chairs closing remarks

09.00 - 10.45  Speaker Hosted Roundtables - Available for sponsorship

11:45 - 12.00  Spotlight Session - AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP

14:15 - 14.30  Spotlight Session - AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP
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ENVIRONMENT

Theatre Programme Day One - 9 March 2022 

11.30 - 12.15  What Will it Take to Close the Recycling Loop?
In an ideal industrial production future, recycled materials will replace all virgin materials 
and we will design and create products that are easily separated, collected and recycled. 
The reality is that the details of Europe’s industrial transition to a circular and low-carbon 
economy are only just emerging, and the dream of “full circularity” is a long way o�. These 
experts will explore what it will take to move from vision to reality.

12.30 - 14.00  Lunch Break

14.00 - 14.30  In Conversation With…Companies Leading The Way with  
  'Circular' Production Processes and Approaches

Early-adopter companies are embracing circular economy principles.

How are end buyers collaborating with industry to use fewer materials by design, 
manufacture longer-lasting products and use materials and resources more e�ciently? 
And what are the lessons learned around putting these approaches into action? How are 
business models changing?

Building a Circular Economy is key to a sustainable supply chain in any industry. This means 
eliminating waste and turning it into something new, or re-using it. Future-proofing for these 
sectors also plays a major role in ensuring environmental targets are achieved and goals 
continue to be met.

This conference area will highlight the importance of recycling and circular manufacturing 
solutions, as well as o¤er attendees advice on building a ‘green’ framework they can implement, 
with the support of Associations and advisors. Sessions will focus on how to close the recycling 
loop, the demand for low carbon products and understanding policies for material e	ciency.

09:00 - 11:00 Welcome Speeches and Keynote Addresses in the Plenary Theatre

12:15 - 12.30  Spotlight Session - AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP
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ENVIRONMENT

Theatre Programme Day One - 9 March 2022 

14.30 - 15.00  Ask an Expert: How to Transform Supply Chains to Reduce 
  End-Use emissions

How can companies tackle scope 3 emissions? Hear the latest thinking about joint 
investments and alliances across the value chain. Find out what incentives are needed to get 
buy-in and multi-partner solutions for zero carbon future supply chains. This is your chance 
to ask the questions, learn and collaborate with your industry peers.

15.00 - 15.30  Refreshment Break

15.30 - 16.15  Lightning Talks: Driving Demand for Low Carbon Materials  
  and Products

How are stakeholders in the steel, cement, aluminium, glass and chemicals sectors 
developing common labelling standards and markets for low-carbon products? These sharp 
focused talks will help your business future proof and prepare for the low-carbon future.

16.30 - 17.00  All About Policy for Material E	ciency
Two years ago, the European Commission unveiled its new Industrial Strategy with 
measures to support industrial decarbonisation and Circular Economy Action Plan to help 
Europe transition to a more resilient and less wasteful economy. As the plans are translated 
into legislation and targets, come with your questions for experts who can help you navigate 
what you need to know about the EU’s next steps, policies and measures for advancing 
material e�ciency in the cement, steel, aluminium, chemicals and glass sectors.

17.00 - 17.30  Global Cooperation for Green Industrial Transitions
What is it? Why is it important? And what are governments and stakeholders doing about it?

17.30 Drinks Reception

16:15 - 16.30  Spotlight Session - AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP
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ENVIRONMENT

Theatre Programme Day Two - 10 March 2022 

Interactive roundtable sessions of up to 10 delegates o�er a unique opportunity to come 
together with peers to share best practice and develop solutions to critical challenges facing 
hard-to-abate manufacturing sectors. Each roundtable session lasts for 45 minutes, and 
delegates may attend up to 2 roundtables.

10.45 - 11.15  Refreshment Break

11.15 - 11.45  In Conversation With…Companies Leading The Way with  
  'Circular' Production Processes and Approaches

Early-adopter companies are embracing circular economy principles.

How are end buyers collaborating with industry to use fewer materials by design, 
manufacture longer-lasting products and use materials and resources more e�ciently? 
And what are the lessons learned around putting these approaches into action? How are 
business models changing?

12.00 - 12.30  Ask an Expert: The Future of Carbon Pricing
Led by an industry leader, this session is an opportunity to learn, connect and ask questions 
related to carbon pricing in the hard-to-abate manufacturing industries.

12.30 - 13.30  Lunch Break

13.30 - 14.15  Campfire: Creating a Unified Approach
Connect and learn from your industry peers in this interactive session. The transition to 
zero carbon heavy industry manufacturing requires governments, companies, researchers 
and society will to join forces. Collaboration within industries and across sectors is critical to 
achieving net zero. What lessons can be learned from other sectors like shipping? What are 
the policy and action priorities to overcome the challenges and accelerate transformation?

14.30  Chairs closing remarks

09.00 - 10.45  Speaker Hosted Roundtables - Available for sponsorship

11:45 - 12.00  Spotlight Session - AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP

14:15 - 14.30  Spotlight Session - AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
The largest of our Conference Theatres at SIM Europe, the Plenary 
Theatre will host a series of inspirational keynote addresses.

Anthony Hobley
Executive Director
Mission Possible | World Economic Forum Geneva, Switzerland

GET INVOLVED TODAY.
To discuss speaking or sponsorship opportunities further 
please contact a member of the team today:

Nadine Bloxsome
Content Director

Tel: +44 (0) 1737 855115

Email: nadinebloxsome@quartzltd.com

José Sebastião
Commercial Director

Tel: +44 (0) 1737 855013

Email: josesebastiao@quartzltd.com

www.SustainableIndustrialManufacturing.com/Europe

Quartz Business Media Ltd
Quartz House, 20 Clarendon Road, Redhill, Surrey RH1 1QX
+ 44 (0) 1737 855 115  |  www.quartzltd.com




